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WHY A
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Dogs simply cannot sit indoors all day. They need 
a chance to unleash pent-up energy and move stiff 
bones and joints. By installing a dog fence in the 
yard, dogs will be able to play with other animals; 
bond with pet owners; and explore new terrain – 
all while getting exercise! Choose from a plastic 
dog fence or metal dog fence in PVC-coating dog fence or metal dog fence in PVC-coating 
based on your pet’s size and behavior.

Like dogs, cats need to spend time outside to 
breathe fresh air and play with other animals. Many 
cat owners are surprised to learn that there is a cat 
fence on the market for domestic cat breeds. It is 
reliable; easy to install; and guaranteed to provide 
cats with years of outdoor entertainment. This 
allows cats to freely roam the yard without direct allows cats to freely roam the yard without direct 
encounters with stray dogs, feral cats and wildlife.

Enter the code in the Promo/Discount 
field at checkout for 10% off your order.

The cat fence extension kit provides cats with 
more room to roam yards by converting an 
existing structure or fence into a larger outdoor existing structure or fence into a larger outdoor 
play area. Homeowners need only mount these 
fence extenders to existing fence line posts or to 
the walls of a garage, shed, or outbuilding and 
attach the fencing material.  

The Kitty Corral cat enclosures combine an 
unsteady feel and impassable overhang to make unsteady feel and impassable overhang to make 
cats apprehensive and unable to climb the fence. 
The base of the cat fence is constructed from 
welded wire fence mesh to prevent chewing and 
escaping from inside and outside the fence line. 
This is a safe and reliable outdoor play enclosure 
for cats that can also serve as a fence for dogs!

easypetfence.com


